ANTHROPOLOGICAL DISCOURSE OF ORTHODOXY IN THE CONTEXT OF EXISTENTIAL UNCERTAINTY OF MODERN HUMAN BEING
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The article analyzes the vector of modern transformation of anthropological issues in Orthodoxy, which determines the revision of traditional approaches to the conditions of worship, rites and ceremonies. Among the important conditions of modern religious transformations are considered general civilizational shifts due to the transition to postmodern society, world globalization, the crisis of European civilization, the process of secularization, the pandemic COVID-19. These processes have led to the general "anthropological revolution" that the world community is experiencing today, while actualizing both existential problems and understanding the risks and difficulties of overcoming the pandemic. It has been established that the challenge for the Orthodox Churches is to demonstrate the stability of the faith and to adapt quickly to the realities of today on the basis of ecclesiology.

It is proved that the knowledge of the essence of man, in accordance with the existential challenges of today, necessitates theological discourse, rethinking, and the need for a new interpretation of the main issues of ritual practice. Anthropological provisions of Orthodox doctrine, which reveal the nature of man, his purpose in life and ways of salvation, are formed on the basis of Christian dogmas of triadology and Christology, where it is understood as the image and likeness of God. The authors come to understand and interpret the laws of transformation of Christian anthropology, due to the rethinking of the basic dogmatic provisions of the Orthodox faith and sociocultural breakdown of the modern world. Modern theologians draw an important conclusion for the understanding of the individual about the ontological primacy of the incarnation and the person in relation to nature and essence.
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We believe that in a situation of existential uncertainty and variability of modern human existence, the most controversial issue in the Orthodox environment in practice is the interpretation of the sacrament of the Eucharist, which actualizes the issue of Christian dualism. Understanding it in the context of historical and modern trends requires reference to the Holy Father's heritage. This led to the emergence of syncretic religious movements in the early Christian period, expressing a dualistic interpretation of the person of Jesus Christ. This helps a person to overcome the theoretical limits of teaching, directing him to the knowledge of his true nature. The study focuses on the need to determine the anthropological content of paradigmatic transformations of modern Orthodox theology. As well as establishing the possibility of the influence of Christian doctrine of man on overcoming the anthropological crisis of our time. This approach in theology determines the view of the doctrine of man not only as theoretically significant, but also as a practical embodiment of the idea of godlikeness.
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Introduction of the issue. In the context of today's realities, the religious world has faced new challenges, necessitating a revision of traditional approaches to the conditions of ritual and ceremonies. The most controversial issue in practice in the Orthodox environment was the interpretation of the sacrament of the Eucharist, which leads to Christian dualism. In particular, individual local churches, as independent, self-governing parts of the Ecumenical Orthodox Church, have noted the need to preserve the distribution of gifts among believers in the sacrament of Holy Communion, as the bread and wine in the cup are the Body and Blood of Christ that heal the Christian soul and body. Based on this, the idea is introduced into religious and social discourse that the fear of contracting the COVID-19 virus is unfounded, because sickness and death cannot come from Christ, but only healing and rebirth. The Orthodox believer found himself in a situation of deep internal existential conflict. This involves choosing to call on Christ to join His Body and Blood, exposing oneself to the risk of contracting an infectious disease, or to reject it for fear of one's own safety and that of one's loved ones. The first choice is based on the belief that during communion a bowl or spoon conveys the healing properties of Christ and therefore cannot be the conductor of disease. Particular attention is paid to the covering of dishes made of precious metals, which protects the surface from the virus and the person has a lower risk of disease. It is noted that liturgical wine has a certain antibacterial property capable of instant destruction of dangerous pathogens. Therefore, according to the clergy, the form and substance of gifts when using liturgical utensils are by their nature safe from infection. In this case, the danger of air that carries the infection is recognized. And thus people who partake of the sacrament understand that can harm themselves. At such a critical time, the priest's use of the sacrament with a disposable spoon was introduced into practice as an attempt to help reduce the feeling of the test of faith. This approach is interpreted as recognizing the fragility of human nature in order to reduce tensions in temples and to take a public stand in the field of health care.

In order to prevent the wide and rapid spread of infectious diseases, most Orthodox churches reject this approach. Referring to the humility of the church to those people who do not belong to Orthodoxy, the bishops make every effort not to harm them. A new theological paradigm for Orthodoxy has been formulated, which fully corresponds to the very essence of Christianity as a creed. The main postulate is based on Orthodox Christology, substantiating the ontological identity of the human body with the resurrected body of Christ. Determining equal participation in general human nature, the virus, as part of God's creation, could live in the body of Christ even after His resurrection. The main difference is that dangerous microorganisms could not kill him. However, they can have negative consequences for the human body because it has not yet risen. In this case, the viral infection can be transmitted through the sacrament of Holy Communion, because it is part of God's creation, not an ontological evil. Representatives of this approach base their reasoning on the experience of ideological contradictions in the question of the hypostatic unity of the human and divine nature of Jesus Christ. Understanding this issue in the context of historical and modern trends requires reference to the Holy Father's legacy. This led to the emergence of syncretic religious movements in the pre-Nicene period, which expressed a
dualistic interpretation of the person of Jesus Christ.

The purpose of the article is to study the transformation of Orthodox anthropology as a component of theology. This involves an analysis of both early Christian syncretic religious movements and modern theologians who have expressed a dualistic interpretation of the person of Jesus Christ. The works of leading philosophers, theologians and theologians (K. Govorun, C. Ware, J. Ziziulas) are devoted to the philosophical and religious understanding of evolutionary processes in modern Orthodox theology. A thorough analysis of the anthropological dimensions of Orthodoxy in the context of the relationship with Christology was carried out by T. Gavrilyuk, V. Rubskyi, S. Shkil, O. Sokolovskyi.

Results and discussion. In the history of theological thought in different periods there were various religious movements, the doctrinal principles of which are associated with the denial or specific interpretation of the essence of Christ. One of the first such trends at the end of the first century was Docetism, the origins of which are connected with the worldview of the Hellenistic man and his dualistic ideas about the world, with a sharp opposition of spirit and flesh, world and Deity. The idea that God could incarnate, take on human form, suffer and die was unacceptable to the consciousness of man at that time. Therefore, many people in accordance with their views, converted to Christianity and have philosophical knowledge, sought to explain the Christian faith. It was the reaction to the mentioned requests of neophytes that the doctrine of Docetism became. Within this direction, two approaches have been formed in understanding and interpreting the nature of Christ: materialistic and formal.

The main idea of materialist Docetism was reduced to the denial of the human essence of Christ, depicting Him as a ghost, which at the meeting was marked in the human mind by its divine essence. The source of such ideas was the Greco-Orientalist position that the Divine Being cannot suffer. Similar ideas are also found in the New Testament and in the teachings of Ignatius (II century), who protested against ungodly people, claiming that Jesus suffered only in phantom. To confirm the truth of his teaching, the doctrines quoted the words of the Apostle Paul from the Holy Scriptures: “God sent His Son in the likeness of the flesh of sin, a sin offering, and condemned the sin of the flesh” (Romans 8: 3). They saw in the phrase “in the likeness of sinful flesh” the evidence that Christ had only flesh similar to human flesh, but in fact did not have it, or had heavenly flesh different from human flesh [1: 106]. This idea was widespread in apostolic times and lasted until the end of the second century.

The struggle against Docetism occupies an important place in the theology of the Christian church, because this doctrine contradicts the main content of the apostolic sermon on faith in the death and resurrection of Christ. Salvation is based on a historical event witnessed by the apostles. Docetists denied death and resurrection, believing that salvation was related to abstract teaching, not to the actions of Christ [2]. In contrast, the Christian apologist Irenaeus refuted the Christological doctrine of Docetism, arguing that Christ must be human in order to redeem us from corruption and make us perfect [3: 374–375].

Materialistic Docetism, depending on the religious group that professed it, is presented in various forms. Ancient theologians, including Epiphanius of Cyprus, single out the currents in which Docetism was an integral feature of Christological teaching – Judeo-Christianity and Gnosticism. Representatives of the first movement were Jewish Christians who strictly adhered to the rites and customs of Judaism. Gnostics usually
disguised various philosophical ideas in Christian terminology [4: 116].

The dualistic position in Christology was most fully reflected in the teachings of one of the currents of Gnosticism – the office, which is presented in the form of three special systems. The first is based on the Ebionite Christology of Adaptism, in which Jesus is seen as an ordinary person in a transcendent relationship with the aeon of Christ (Irenaeus and Justin). The second system was based on the Christological teaching of extreme Docetism, depicting Jesus as the ghost of a man who fulfills the mission of saving all living beings in the image of Christ (Gnostics and Varveliots). According to the third, Christ is the embodiment of the divine triad, who appeared before mankind in a special celestial body in the image of Jesus (Siphians, Perats and Naassens).

In the worldview system of offices, the Christological problem becomes of paramount nature. Christ occupies a central place in the history of mankind, giving Christianity the status of a world religion, which will save it from a sinful life. However, proclaiming the thesis of the universal and absolute significance of the person of Christ and His activities in the spirit of orthodox Christianity, the Ophites in their Christological and soteriological teachings returned to pagan concepts in ontological, cosmological, epistemological issues related to the problem of Christology.

The purpose of Christ’s coming is to stop the process of further spiritual decline of intelligent beings. The instrument of the spiritual authority of Christ is preaching and asceticism, as the law of the new spiritual life of man in Christ. These views develop in soteriology, where they receive a rationale and reveal the Christology of movement.

Extreme spiritualism, inherent in the soteriology of the Ophites, led to the denial of the corporeal essence of Christ, as opposed to the cosmic realm of the Demiurge. Christ, as the embodiment of the “pure spirit” in man, is himself a spirit. However, the attempt to connect the spiritual person of Christ with His preaching activity has led to a number of inconsistencies in the doctrine that contradict their Christological assertions. In particular, the Ophites, allowing the incarnation of Christ in the human body, formed another form of idea of Him as a ghost in the flesh [6: 287]. Thus, the Christology of the Ophites was in fact reduced to Docetism, which they themselves condemned. Only one of the currents of the movement, the Ophite-pessimists, in their Christology consistently adhered to the doctrinal doctrine, considering human nature in Christ as a ghost devoid of corporeality.

Thus, Christ in the understanding of the representatives of all directions of Ophitism is a teacher of truth. Extreme religious intellectualism in the teachings of the Ophites has all the hallmarks of mysticism, in which abstract contemplation is recognized as a source of religious and moral inspiration and the only means of communication with the deity. According to the Ophites, this state of mind leads to union with the divine Pleroma. The Ophite’s movement is considered to be the earliest form of Gnosticism, which ideologically influenced the teachings of anti-Trinitarian religious organizations.
The last period of development of Gnosticism is associated with the emergence of the Manichaean movement, the founder of which was the Persian Mani. Manichaeism was a syncretic religion that absorbed elements of Zoroastrianism, Christianity, Gnosticism, and Buddhism. However, some researchers point to "not the Buddhist, but the ancient origin of the idea of the rebirth of "metepsychosis"" [7: 446]. The basis of this religious system was ancient Iranian dualism, in which cosmology, Christology, soteriology and eschatology are closely intertwined. The Manichaean believed that there were two equal substances and gods – spirit and matter, Good and Evil – who established two separate kingdoms with their own eons of light and darkness. The realm of darkness is filled with constant divination and war. However, seeing the bright kingdom, they formed an alliance to capture it. To confront them, God created man, but he perished in this struggle, the particles of his light came under the power of darkness, which mingled with matter, creating a patient Jesus. To release the light, God emanates from himself the living Spirit, who releases some of the elements of light, creates from them the sun and the moon, and places the impatient Jesus on the lights. Some elements of light still remain with matter. The living spirit creates the cosmos, which is beneficially influenced by the impatient Jesus and draws new particles of light to the sun. Eons of darkness created Adam from space to fight the elements of light. Then the impatient Jesus descends to earth to show people the way of salvation. However, the disciples did not properly understand His teachings and interpreted them at their own discretion. Anticipating this development, Christ promised to send a new Master who came in the form of Mani in order to unite people under the banner of returning to the true faith. Regardless of the geography of preaching and conversion, Manichaeism retained its main idea that "Mani, following the Apostle Paul, called himself a disciple of Jesus Christ" [8: 246].

Soteriology in Manichaeism is reduced to maintaining cleanliness of hands, mouth, and womb. He who keeps them intact is the chosen one, and after death he enters the realm of light. He who does not withstand this is subjected to more severe trials until he becomes perfect. At the end of the cleansing process, the visible world will be destroyed by fire. The Manichaean denied the Old Testament, and the New was considered partly interpreted under the influence of an evil spirit in favor of Judaism.

During the Ecumenical Councils, the dualistic interpretation of the person of Jesus Christ found its reception in the teachings of Archimandrite Eutychius of Constantinople, who is considered the founder of Monophysitism. During the archbishopric of Dioscorius, a monk from Constantinople, Eutychius, opposed the decision of the Council of Ephesus. In his teaching, he referred to the formula of Cyril of Alexandria "one nature of God, the Word is embodied", replacing the word "embodied" with "connected". Therefore, the main idea of Christology Eutychius was to state that before the union in Jesus Christ there were two natures, and after only one [9: 228]. Eutychius believed that in the incarnation the Divine and human nature meet and it is in the union that the absorption of human nature by the Divine takes place. In his opinion, there is no point in talking about the human essence in Christ. Christ truly took on human nature; therefore, it is possible to assert the two natures of Christ before his union, but after the union there was only one nature of Christ – the Divine [10: 606]. Thus, the Monophysites professed that Christ was God and that His human form was illusory. Eutychius is credited with the idea that the human nature of Christ, dissolved in the Divine, lost its existence.
In the teachings of Eutychius Dioscorius saw an active follower of Alexandrian theological thought, and gave him full support. Even in his sermons he not only repeated the teachings of Eutychius, but also tried in every way to propagate it in the church environment. The church clergy saw in the doctrine of Dioscorius and Eutychius an argument that directly contradicted the Christian position approved by the previous Ecumenical Councils. Any accusation of Dioscorius and Eutychius in propagating ideas incompatible with the Christian religion was harshly challenged and interpreted as the spread of Nestorianism [11: 88]. Dioscorius realized that the respect and authority of Cyril served as a reliable protection for him from various accusations. This gave him the impetus to gain fame and weight in the theological milieu, thus intensifying his polemical rhetoric.

However, during the Council of Constantinople in 448, the teaching of Eutychius was condemned under the presidency of Bishop Flavian. He strongly rejected the doctrine of the two natures in Christ, for this, in his view, contradicts the Scriptures and the teachings of the Church Fathers: "I read Blessed Cyril, the Holy Fathers and St. Athanasius: they recognized two natures before the union, and after the union and incarnation they recognized not two, but one" [12: 80]. The teachings of Eutychius, which rejected the term "one with us," led to the conclusion that the human nature of Christ was only imaginary for him. Therefore, according to most theologians, he preached a Docetic model of Christology. From the statement about two natures before connection and only one after connection the conclusion is made: either the two natures had to merge into something third or the Divine nature absorbed the human [11: 89].

Thus, in the middle of the V century, the preconditions were formed. They demanded that Christian theologians take decisive action to resolve the Christological question, around which there were constant manipulations of various church figures. Monophysitism was a special danger for the Christian church during this period. Followers have skillfully distorted the texts of Scripture and previous Ecumenical Councils, defending their theological positions and denying the oneness of Christ and humanity.

At the turn of the XX-XXI centuries human civilization is characterized by the rapid development of information technology, which radically changes the second nature. Information technology reveals the prospects of learning about the world around us and gives birth to a new person. The anthropological turn of the twentieth century became a vivid expression, which was reflected in the religious anthropology of Orthodoxy.

Modern theologians J. Ziziulas [13], C. Ware [14], K. Govorun [15], and V. Rubskyi [16] make a significant contribution to the development of Orthodox theology. They made an attempt to comprehend the basic Christian principles to the demands of today. In his works, J. Ziziulas raises a number of Christological questions, offering a kind of "Christological ecclesiology". We note that the Christological views of J. Ziziulas are revealed in the Trinitarian understanding of the nature of the Church. The theologian himself considers his ecclesiological system in two aspects: Christological and pneumatological. These aspects, according to J. Ziziulas, are inseparable in Christian doctrine.

The synthesis of Christology and pneumatology is objective in nature and is not an artificial product of theological constructions. In the liturgy, according to the theologian, these two approaches are clearly expressed in the relationship between baptism and anointing. Given the church's practice of anointing after baptism, there is every reason to believe that pneumatology is primary in relation
to Christology. However, these sacraments of the Christian church are combined in the liturgical synthesis in a theological way, which removes the question of superiority.

The main problem for the Church, according to J. Ziziulas, is the rupture of the synthesis between Christology and pneumatology in liturgical practice and theology. The consequence of such separation for the Catholic Church was not only the liturgical distinction between baptism and anointing, but also the dominance of Christology over pneumatology. The Orthodox Church has preserved the unity of the sacraments at the liturgical level, but this has not solved the problem of relations between the churches. The dominance of Christology over pneumatology in the Western tradition and pneumatology over Christology in the Eastern tradition leads to the definition of different accents and priorities in the theological and cultic approaches of the churches. This problem is closely related to ecclesiology, as it directly depends on the solution of previous aspects of theology.

In an attempt to solve this problem, the Christological views of J. Ziziulas are revealed, which are closely connected with Triadology: Where the Son is, there is also the Father and the Holy Spirit, and where the Spirit is, there is also the Father and the Son. Yet the contribution of each of these Persons of God to the economy is characterized by notable features of direct significance to the ecclesiology in which they are to be reflected [13: 131–132].

Since God knows His creation as the fulfillment of His will, it is not being, but the will of God’s love that unites all beings and points to the meaning of being. It is in this aspect that the Christological problem of incarnation is revealed. According to J. Ziziulas, the incarnate Christ is so similar to the highest will of God’s love that the incarnate Christ is the meaning of all created being and the goal of history. The creation of all things was done with Christ in the heart, so, despite the fall of man, the incarnation had to take place. From this J. Ziziulas concludes: “Christ incarnate is truth because he is the highest, unquenchable will of the ecstatic love of God, Who intends to bring everything created into communication with His own life to the knowledge of Him and of Himself in this event of communication” [13: 98].

The unity of Christology and pneumatology, according to J. Ziziulas, is manifested in the liberation of the Son by the Spirit and economy from the dependence of history: “If the Son died on the cross, thus submitting to historical existence, it was the Spirit who raised him from the dead. The Spirit exists outside of history, and when He acts in history, He does so in order to bring the last days, the eschaton, into the course of history” [13: 132]. Thus, the Spirit makes Christ an eschatological being, which in theology is referred to as the “New Adam”.

J. Ziziulas points to another important aspect of the action of the Holy Spirit in the events of Christ. The participation of the Holy Spirit in economy, according to the theologian, makes Christ not just an individual, not “one” but “many”. Therefore, the “collective personality” of Christ cannot be conceived without pneumatology, which introduces the dimension of communication into Christology. This is what allows J. Ziziulas to single out the Christological aspect in ecclesiology in the doctrine of the Church as the Body of Christ.

The Greek theologian develops the doctrine by referring to the historical foundations of unity in the Eucharist, which has its roots in Old Testament times and is equivalent to the consciousness of the Jewish people. In the New Testament testimonies, Jesus in the context of the Eucharist was represented as a servant of God under the titles "Lord" and "Son of Man". Hence the dialectic established “one” and
“many” that unites the Christian mystery “many” of the “other”. Instead, “one” contains “many” - that is, the people of God. Due to this unity, J. Ziziulas considers it appropriate to use the term “corporate person” [17: 131].

In the ecclesiological Christology of J. Ziziulas, Jesus is represented in the person of the incarnate Christ (“One”) and Christ of the Church (“many”). Only in the sacrament of the Eucharist, according to the theologian, this distinction disappears. That is why the Eucharist occupies a central place in the ecclesiological Christology of J. Ziziulas.

A significant contribution to the interpretation of anthropological issues in the context of Orthodox theology was made by the modern Bishop of Diocletian Callist Ware. The main issues of Christology were reflected by the Metropolitan in triadology, pneumatology, ecclesiology and Mariology. The basic element of triadology is the doctrine of the absolute transcendence of God, His immanence, personality and three-hypostasis. The inner nature of divinity in Orthodoxy can be understood only apophatically: “God is not just one person limited by his own being, but a Trinity of Persons – the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit – each of whom is in the other two by the power of the eternal movement of love” [14: 218]. Callist Ware draws attention to the difficulty in the perception of representatives of different Christian traditions of the methods of cognition of Orthodox apophatic theology and problems of distinguishing between the essence of God and His energies while maintaining transcendence and immanence. At the same time, they worship the One God in three Persons and confess the incarnate Christ as the Son of God.

Callist Ware sees the incarnation of Christ, and therefore of God’s Word, as an act of divine philanthropy, expressed in God’s love and kindness to all mankind. The theologian shares the opinion of Maximus the Confessor that man was created for the sake of deification and this Divine purpose remained unchanged even after the fall. Therefore, incarnation must be considered as the main reason for God’s creation of the world. Incarnation as a turning point in human history and worldview is also seen in Catholic theology. However, in Orthodox teaching, deification and redemption are analyzed as the only inseparable act in the general context of the doctrine of salvation. Through His atoning sacrifice, Christ prepared the way for people to overcome the negative effects of sin, to be reconciled to God, and to be saved. As the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ, it testifies to God’s perfect love for each of His creations.

The Orthodox doctrine of the nature and properties of the Church, according to Callist Ware, has a spiritual and at the same time mystical character. It is expressed in the unity of the Church as the Body of Christ, the presence of one Head of Jesus Christ, and the action of the Holy Spirit, who unites all Orthodox with Christ as its Head. Thus, the basis of ecclesiology is Christological and pneumatological ideas. The theologian notes: “The church is a continuation of the process of incarnation, a place where it continues” [14: 249]. By incarnating and becoming man, Christ gave birth to a new gracious people as the spiritual descendants of the Second Adam. The unity of the Church is the perfect and true gift of God for further spiritual growth.

Church unity is inextricably linked with the sacrament of baptism as the spiritual rebirth of man for eternal life in the Kingdom of God and the Eucharist, where believers are filled. Communion from the One Body of Christ, the Orthodox is truly united into a whole body, thanks to the love of Christ and the power of the Spirit. Callist Ware notes: “The church must be understood in sacramental terms. The external organization is second after ritual life” [14: 250].

An important aspect of ecclesiology, which is distinguished by Callist Ware, is pneumatology. According to the
metropolitan, in the teaching and practice of modern Orthodoxy there is a dangerous tendency to neglect the role and place of the Holy Spirit in understanding the nature and properties of the Church [14: 250]. The theologian emphasizes the connection between Christology and pneumatology, which reveal the fullness of the righteous life and the depth of spiritual experience. Therefore, recourse to the Holy Father’s tradition is an important request of today [18:56]. The unity of the life of grace lays the foundation for the inviolability of the church faith.

Metropolitan Callist Ware of Diocletian emphasizes that in addition to the divine foundation, there is also a human part in the Church, which was fixed by the dogma of Chalcedon. As Christ has a divine and human nature, so in the Church there is organized cooperation between the divine and the human. However, the difference between the human element in Christ and the Church is that the human nature of Christ is perfect and sinless, while in the Church it is wicked because of man’s abuse of his freedom. This makes clear the Church’s inner focus on glorifying God by engaging people in ministry. Thus, the Christological concept of Callist Ware was built in close connection with triadology, ecclesiology, pneumatology and mariology attesting to its originality in Orthodox theology.

Conclusions and research perspectives. Thus, the development of modern research on anthropological issues in Orthodox theology is associated with a rethinking of the essence of man in accordance with the demands of today. Within the framework of Christological doctrine, the doctrine of man is reduced to the image and likeness of God, which reveals his nature, purpose of life and ways of salvation. Its understanding in the context of historical and modern trends, requires reference to the Holy Father’s heritage. This caused the emergence of syncretic religious movements in the early Christian period, which expressed a dualistic interpretation of the person of Jesus Christ. This helps a person to overcome the theoretical limits of teaching, directing him to the knowledge of his true nature and leads to a revision of traditional approaches to the conditions of the rite and ceremony. Therefore, today there is a need to determine the anthropological content of paradigmatic transformations of modern Orthodox theology. It is also necessary to establish the possibilities of the influence of Christian doctrine of man on overcoming the anthropological crisis of our time. This approach in theology determines the view of the doctrine of man not only as theoretically significant, but also as a practical embodiment of the idea of godlikeness.
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